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A SANS SERIF version of JY
Décennie, the typeface family
which marked Jack Yan &
Associates’ 10th anniversary in
1997, had been on the cards but
nothing had been done on its
development. It was only a pitch
for Saatchi & Saatchi London for a
contemporary sans serif typeface
that saw Jack Yan resurrect the
idea and create the typeface family
which he is calling JY Décennie
Express.

Why ‘Express’ and not ‘Sans’?
‘Many designers have called their
sans serif subfamilies “Sans”_I
wanted something more original,’
says designer Jack Yan. ‘The
contrast between vertical and
horizontal strokes is stronger than
in, say, ITC Stone Sans or Le
Monde Sans. To avoid leading
customers down the wrong path, I
decided on an alternative name.
“Express” conjures up the
image of speed. We developed
Express Roman in a short space of
time, using JY Décennie Roman as
the base, and it looks like a
typeface which one might use to
quickly jot down a note.’

The Décennie Express family
will consist of at least three
weights_book, bold and heavy.
There will be true italics, also based
on a seri\ed Décennie counterpart.
There will be a bold weight to
match that in the original
Décennie.

Some characters have been
recycled from the original
Décennie typeface. The lowercase
e, o and punctuation are carried
over, a|rming the relationship
between the subfamilies. Yan has
retained the double-f ligatures and
the new typefaces also feature the
euro (¥). As a typeface, it is highly
readable, with cut-outs in the
letterforms to aid legibility on
poorer stock and on the screen.
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A SANS SERIF version of JY
Décennie, the typeface
family which marked Jack
Yan & Associates’ 10th
anniversary in 1997, had been
on the cards but nothing had
been done on its develop-
ment. It was only a pitch for
Saatchi & Saatchi London for a
contemporary sans serif typeface
that saw Jack Yan resurrect the
idea and create the typeface
family which he is calling JY
Décennie Express.

Why ‘Express’ and not ‘Sans’?
‘Many designers have called
their sans serif subfamilies
“Sans”_I wanted something
more original,’ says designer Jack
Yan. ‘The contrast between
vertical and horizontal strokes is
stronger than in, say, ITC Stone
Sans or Le Monde Sans. To
avoid leading customers down
the wrong path, I decided on an
alternative name. “Express”
conjures up the image of
speed. We developed Express
Roman in a short space of time,
using JY Décennie Roman as the
base, and it looks like a typeface
which one might use to quickly
jot down a note.’

The Décennie Express family
will consist of at least three
weights_book, bold and
heavy. There will be true italics,
also based on a seri\ed Décennie
counterpart. There will be a bold
weight to match that in the
original Décennie.

Some characters have been
recycled from the original
Décennie typeface. The
lowercase e, o and punctuation
are carried over, a|rming the
relationship between the
subfamilies. Yan has retained the
double-f ligatures and the new
typefaces also feature the euro
(¥). As a typeface, it is highly
readable, with cut-outs in the
letterforms to aid legibility on
poorer stock and on the screen.
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A SANS SERIF version of
JY Décennie, the typeface
family which marked Jack
Yan & Associates’ 10th
anniversary in 1997, had
been on the cards but
nothing had been done on
its development. It was only
a pitch for Saatchi & Saatchi
London for a contemporary
sans serif typeface that saw
Jack Yan resurrect the idea
and create the typeface family
which he is calling JY
Décennie Express.

Why ‘Express’ and not
‘Sans’? ‘Many designers have
called their sans serif sub-
families “Sans”_I wanted
something more original,’ says
designer Jack Yan. ‘The contrast
between vertical and horizon-
tal strokes is stronger than in,
say, ITC Stone Sans or Le
Monde Sans. To avoid leading
customers down the wrong
path, I decided on an alterna-
tive name. “Express”
conjures up the image of
speed. We developed
Express Roman in a short
space of time, using JY
Décennie Roman as the base,
and it looks like a typeface
which one might use to
quickly jot down a note.’

The Décennie Express
family will consist of at least
three weights_book, bold
and heavy. There will be true
italics, also based on a seri\ed
Décennie counterpart. There
will be a bold weight to match
that in the original Décennie.

Some characters have been
recycled from the original
Décennie typeface. The
lowercase e, o and punctua-
tion are carried over,
a|rming the relationship
between the subfamilies. Yan
has retained the double-f
ligatures and the new
typefaces also feature the
euro (¥). As a typeface, it is
highly readable, with cut-outs
in the letterforms to aid
legibility on poorer stock and
on the screen.
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A SANS SERIF version of
JY Décennie, the typeface
family which marked Jack
Yan & Associates’ 10th
anniversary in 1997, had
been on the cards but
nothing had been done on
its development. It was only
a pitch for Saatchi & Saatchi
London for a contemporary
sans serif typeface that saw
Jack Yan resurrect the idea
and create the typeface family
which he is calling JY
Décennie Express.

Why ‘Express’ and not
‘Sans’? ‘Many designers have
called their sans serif sub-
families “Sans”_I wanted
something more original,’ says
designer Jack Yan. ‘The contrast
between vertical and horizon-
tal strokes is stronger than in,
say, ITC Stone Sans or Le
Monde Sans. To avoid leading
customers down the wrong
path, I decided on an alterna-
tive name. “Express”
conjures up the image of
speed. We developed Express
Roman in a short space of
time, using JY Décennie
Roman as the base, and it
looks like a typeface which
one might use to quickly jot
down a note.’

The Décennie Express
family will consist of at least
three weights_book, bold
and heavy. There will be true
italics, also based on a seri\ed
Décennie counterpart. There
will be a bold weight to match
that in the original Décennie.

Some characters have been
recycled from the original
Décennie typeface. The
lowercase e, o and punctua-
tion are carried over, a|rm-
ing the relationship between
the subfamilies. Yan has
retained the double-f liga-
tures and the new typefaces
also feature the euro (¥). As a
typeface, it is highly read-
able, with cut-outs in the


